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ECG EFRT 11770 NWE
Drawer freezer / refrigerator
Product code: 100001916724
EAN: 8592131240049











Option to choose between cooling and freezing

Electronic temperature control

Clear organization with 7 drawers

Plenty of space with a volume of 238 liters

No Frost system that prevents ice from forming

in the appliance
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 Unique appliance that can be used
as both a refrigerator and freezer

 Option to switch between freezing
and cooling

 Electronic temperature control

 Practical functions for fast cooling
or freezing

 No Frost system that prevents ice
from forming in the appliance

 Clear organization with 7 drawers

 Total volume of 238 L

 Climate class ST/N/SN/T

 Minimum recommended ambient
temperature of +10 °C

 Maximum recommended ambient
temperature of +43 °C

 Acceptable noise level of 41 dB

 Handle with easy opening
technology

 Recommended internal freezer
temperature of -18 °C

 Freezing capacity of 11.1 kg/24 h

 Temperature rise time of 8 h

 Automatic defrosting

 Energy efficiency class E

 Energy consumption of 234
kWh/year

 Easy switchable door opening
direction

 Adjustable height
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Product specifications

Categories
Drawer freezer /

refrigerator

Type Free-standing

Cooling system No Frost

Total volume (l) 238

Net volume of the
refrigerator (l) 238

Net volume of the
freezer (I) 238

Noise (dB) 41

Noise class C

Energy
consumption
(kWh/year) 234

Energy class E

EEI 100

Freezing capacity
(kg/24 h) 11.1

Climate class ST/N/SN/T

Number of
compressors 1

Reverse door
opening Yes

Zero clearance
hinges Yes

Cooling
compartment
temperature
setting Electronic

Recommended
temperature inside
the refrigerator (°C) -

Freezer
temperature
setting Electronic

Fast freezing option Yes

Recommended
temperature inside
the freezer (°C) -18

Design

Number of shelves
in the cooling
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the cooling
compartment -

Number of shelves
in the freezer
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the freezer
compartment -

Number of drawers
in the freezer
compartment 7

Number of
additional baskets
in the freezer
compartment -

Fruit and vegetable
drawer 7

Drawer for meat
products -

Number of door
compartments -

Refrigerator
defrosting automatic

Freezer defrosting automatic

Feet height
adjustment /
stability
compensation Yes

Vacation mode -

Fast cooling Yes

Fast freezing Yes

Winter switch No

Lighting No

Handle type handle

Temperature rise
time (h) 8

Colour design White

Ice cube tray Yes

Wine holder -

Egg rack Yes
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632

62.5

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

657

1772

688

69.0

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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